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ABSTRACT 
v. G. Kogan and James H. Rose 
Ames Laboratory-USDOE 
Iowa State University 
Ames, IA 50011 
One of the most important effects of complex part geometry is 
that the available entrance and exit angles for ultrasound are 
limited. We will present a study of the Inverse Born Approximation 
in which we have data for incident (and exit) directions confined 
to a conical aperture. Modeling the direct problem by the Born 
Approximation, we obtained analytical results for (1) a weak spherical 
inclusion, and (2) a penny shaped crack (modeled by an oblate spher-
oid). General results are: (a) the value of the characteristic 
function y is constant in the interior of the flaw, but reduced in 
value; (b) the discontinuity at the boundary of the flaw occurs over 
the "lighted" portion of the flaw; (c) this discontinuity is con-
trasted by a region where y is negative; and (d) new non-physical 
discontinuities and non-ana1yticities appear in the reconstructed 
characteristic function. These general features also appear in 
numerical calculations which use as input strong scattering data 
from a spherical void and a flat penny shaped crack in Titanium. 
The numerical results can be straightforwardly interpreted in terms 
of the analytical calculation mentioned above, indicating that they 
will be useful in the study of realistic flaws. We conclude by dis-
cussing the stabilization of the aperture limited inversion problem 
and the removal of non-physical features in the reconstruction. 
This work was sponsored by the Center for Advanced Nondestructive 
Evaluation, operated by the Ames Laboratory, USDOE, for the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency and the Air Force Wright Aeronau-
tical Laboratories~ateria1s Laboratory under Contract No. W-7405-
ENG-82 with Iowa State University. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A common feature of different linear inversion methods is that 
they involve a Fourier transform of the scattering data. The com-
plete specification of the Fourier transform requires scattering 
data at all frequencies and for all directions of incidence or all 
directions of exit. As a rule, such complete information is not 
available (due to, e.g., the shape of the object containing the 
inhomogeneity). The problem of determining the shape of the flaw 
when scattering data are available for a specified set of incident 
and exit directions is called the finite aperture (or the limited 
access) problem and is the topic of this paper. 
For the sake of definiteness we will couch our results in terms 
of the ultrasonic inverse Born Approximation [1] which holds when 
flaws are only weakly different from the host. Nonetheless, the 
general features of the results will be shown to be relevant for 
strongly scattering flaws such as voids and cracks and for other 
inversion methods such as physical optics and synthetic aperture 
imaging. 
The structure of this paper is as follows. In the second sec-
tion we review briefly the inverse Born approximation and define the 
aperture limited characteristic function y (r). The general form 
of the real part of this function is obtaiRed in Section 3. In 
Section 4 we find analytically y (r) for a weak scattering uniform 
sphere. Next we compare our ana!ytical results with the numerically 
obtained characteristic functions for a strongly scattering sphere, 
spheroid and flat penny shaped crack (Section 5). In the last sec-
tion, we discuss our results and their connection to the general 
problem of determining the true characteristic function from the 
aperture limited Ya' 
2. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
The scattering of elastic waves from defects in an otherwise 
isotropic homogeneous elastic medium is determined by differences 
in density and elastic constants of the flaw and the host, as well 
as by the flaw shape. For the sake of simplicity we consider here 
flaws which differ from the host only in acoustic impedance z. The 
difference oz is assumed to be small (oz/z«l). Then the scatter-
ing can be considered as weak and the Born approximation [2,3] can 
be used. 
In this approximation the scattering amplitude A(k) is simply 
'+ 
related to the characteristic function y(r) that determines the flaw 
shape; by definition y(t)=l inside the flaw and it is zero otherwise. 
For the backscattering from a uniform flaw (oz=const.) this relation 
is given by the formulas l : 
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(1) 
~ y (r) (2) 
Here 2k is the wave vector transfer; i.e., k is the wave vector of 
the backscattered wave. The definition of A chosen here includes 
oz/z and other constants for convenience. The scalar form of A 
implies that Eqs. (1) and (2) are applicable to acoustic or longi-
tudinal-longitudinal scattering processes. There are no essential 
difficulties in includi~g_fransverse to tr!nsvers3 scattering in our 
scheme. The factor (4~ ) - comes from d(2k)/(2~) • 
~ The reconstruction of the flaw shape y(r) with the help of 
+ Eq. (2) requires knowledge of A (k) at all frequencies w = ck (c is 
the sound velocity) and for all directions k within the total solid 
angle4~. This information is never available in practice for two 
major reasons. The first one is that real transducers have a finite 
bandwidth. This difficulty can be settled by an appropriate choice 
of a band. With a reasonable compromise (see e.g., the discussion 
in Section 5) and Fig. 5 of this paper one can choose a cut-off at 
large k's without loosing any essential information about the flaw 
shape. 
Another limitation stems out of obvious restrictions imposed on 
possible signal di~ections k by the experimental set-up. Usually, a 
cone of available k's, or "the finite aperture", constitutes less 
than 1/2 of the total solid angle. This means formally that only 
a part of the terms in the Fourier integral (2) is available to re-
~ 
construct the shape y (r) • 
~ We define now the aperture limited shape function y (r) as a 
result of integration only over the k-dfrections within ~he avail-
able finite aperture: 
~ 
y (r) 
a 
~~ 
-2ik·r 
e (3) 
Depending on the aperture chosen, this function may be severely 
distorted with respect to the shape function yet) we are seeking 
to find. The question arises what information about the real flaw 
shape y(i) is still preserved in the Ya(i). 
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3. GENERAL RESULTS 
+ + Let us first express the y (r) in terms of y(r). Substituting 
Eq. (1) in the definition (3) ot y (t) we obtain: 
a 
+ y (r) 
a 
We assume here that k varies from 0 to 00; the effect of a i_.dte 
k-band is briefly discussed in Section 6. The directions k = k/K 
are taken fromhth~ finite aperture cone (a). With the help of the 
notation ~ = 2k·(r'-r) we rewrite the last formula: 
+ y (r) 
a 
! dk 
a 
(4) 
Here dk is an element of the solid angle around k-direction and the 
integral over dr' is extended over the flaw volume (V) only. 
To obtain the real part of y (r) we notice that 
a 
Therefore, 
00 00 
Re ! k2ei~kdk = ~! k2ei~kdk = -'IT 
o -00 
+ Re y (r) 
a 
I 3 ! dk ! dVo"(~); 
4'IT a v 
here dV = d~' is the volume element at a point ~'. 
(5) 
(6) 
To calculate the la~t integral we choose the coordinates with 
the origin at the point r, where the y should be found (the point 
P in Fig. la). Let us direct one of tRe axes of this system alon~ 
" -+--+ ¥ k; the corresponding coordinate we denote by q. Then, with p=r'=r 
we have 
h + + 
2k· (r ' -r) = 2k. p 2q (7) 
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Fig. 1. 
(0) " " k=q 
z 
( b) 
,-T (a) P (r) is the "observation point" where the characteristic 
,-T 
function y(r) is to be found. The shaded cross-sections 
are in planes normal to k; dS is ~he plane area element. 
The q'l 2 are the limits of q' = k'~" (b) The aperture 
cone has a half angle a at its vertex. The angles 9 and ~ 
are the spherical coordinates of the unit vector k: 
O<9<a, O<~<2'JT. 
The volume element in the integral over the flaw can be chosen as 
dV = dqdS with dS being the area element in a plant q = const. Then 
I dV6" (]..I) 
v 
Idq "(]..I) IdS = ~ ~8) 
where S(]..I) = IdS is the area of the plane q=v/2 within the flaw (see 
Fig. la,. Finally, we obtain from Eqs. (6)-(8) 
Rey ("t) 
a 
A 
dk [s" (q)] q=O (9) 
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This formula allows one in principle to find Rey for any given flaw 
a 
shape and a given aperture. If at some point P(t) the plane q = 0 
for a given 1t does not cross the flaw (see Fig. la), then S" is zero 
and hence the direction k does not contribute in the integral (9). 
When this is true for all k's within the aperture a, then Re (r)=O 
at the point t. 
It turns out that the Imy is less convenient for reconstruction 
purposes than Rey ; recall tha~ the imaginary part of the exact 
characteristic fuaction y(t) is identically zero. 
The result (9) can also be expressed [4] in terms of the impulse 
response function [5] defined as 
(w=kc) : 
00 
R(t,k) - ~ f A<k) e-iwt dw 
- 21TC 
,+ 
Rey (r) 
a 
1 
2 
1T 
-00 
a 
4. SPHERICAL FLAW 
(10) 
(11) 
In this case, the problem of finding the Rey from Eq. (9) can 
be solved analytically for a finite aperture in t~e form of a cir-
cular cone. Let us first calculate the derivative S"(q) at q = 0 
,+ for the sphere of a radius a. We place the origin 0 of r at the 
sphere center as is shown in Fig. 2a. From the definition (7) we 
have 
A + --+- "" "'* q = k'(r'-r) = ql - k'r (12) 
A ,+ 
where ql = k·r ' is the distance from the sphere center to the plane 
A ,+ 
which is normal to k and contains the point rl (see Fig. 2a). T2e 2 
fraction of this plane inside the sphere has an area S (q I) = 1T (a =q I ) 
if Iql I<a and it is zero otherwise. Hence, 
{ 
-21T 
21Ta O(l q l I-a), 
0, 
Iq I I<a; 
Iq I I =a; 
\q I I >a; 
(13) 
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Fig. 2. 
z 
-,-
(a) 
, /
q (b) 
q' 
.[ 
+ (a) The characteristic function Rey (r) at 
The cross-section of the sphere def!ned by 
const. is normal to k. (b) The definition 
coordinates used in the text: z = rcosS, x 
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P 
It 
+ the point P (r). 
the plane k.t"'= 
of the polar 
= rsinS. 
where o(lq' I-a) := o(q'-a) + o(q'-ta). 
assures the correct discontinuity of 
help of the step-function x (q'-a) (X 
Eq. (13) reads 
The pre-factor of the o-function 
dS/dq' at Iq'I=a. With the 
is 1 for q'<a and 0 for q'<a), 
S"(q) = -27T{[ X(q'-a)-ao(q'-a)]-[ x (q'-ta)-tao(q'+a)]}. (14) 
A + 
According to Eq. (9), we put here q = 0 or q' = k'r (see Eq. 
(12)). Then Eq. (9) transforms to 
ReYa (t) 
1 
4'JT 
27T 
f sin9d9 f 
o o 
(15) 
d<,i[ x (~)-a 0(0] (lSa) 
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Y2 
1 a 2TI 
4TI f sin9d9 f Mlx (n)+aO(n)] (lSb) 
0 0 
A + A + 
k'r-a, n = k'r + a 
A 
Here 9 is the angle between k and the axis z of the aperture cone, 
and a is the half angle at the cone vertex (see Fig. lb); the angle 
~ is the azimuth of k within this cone. Thus, 0<9<a, 0<~<2TI. 
+ + Under the replacement r with -r, ~ goes to -n and n+-~, where 
Rey remains unchanged. Along with the cylindrical symmetry of our 
pro~lem this makes it sufficient to find Rey in one quadrant of 
the zx-plane where z,x>O (see Fig. 2b). a 
Let us deal first with Yl of Eq. (lSa). The spherical compo-
A + 
nents of k and r are {1,9,~} and {r,S,O} (see Fig. 2a), so that 
Acos~ + B - a, (16) 
A rsinSsin9 = xsin9, 
B rcosScos9 = zcos9. 
Note that both A and B are positive in the region of interest 
(x,z>O). The integral over 4 in Eq. (lSa) is evaluated using ~ as 
the integration variable: 
2TI TI 
<P f d4[x (O-ao (0] 2 f d~[ ... ] 
0 0 
E,2 
dE, (X-ao) 2 f,f [A 2 - (f,-B+a) 2]!:2 1 
(17) 
where the limits are 
E, f,(TI) -A+B-a = rcos (s+~n-a 1 - (18) 
~2 - E, (0) A+B-a rcos (S-9)-a (19) 
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(note: ~2>~1). The three different results for ~ of Eq. (17) are 
possible depending on where the point ~=O is with respect to the 
interval (~1'~2): 
~ 0, O<~l (20a) a 
~b 21T, ~2<0, (20b) 
~ -1 a-B 2 2 ~ ~1<0<~2 (20c) = 1T+2sin A -2a[A - (a-B) ] , c 
The integration over 9 in Eq. (lSa) should be performed with 
caution: the limits ~l 2 depend on the point (z,x or r,S) where 
y is to be found, and On the angle 9 as well. In other words, the 
dtfferent cases (20 a,b,c) take place in different parts of the 
plane (z,x) as well as in different parts of the 9-integration 
domain (0 ,a). 
Let us consider first the sphere interior where r<a (the region 
"0" in Fig. 3a). As is seen from Eq. (19), ~{O here. Hence, we 
use Eq. (20b) in this domain to obtain: 
Z 01 
/ 
/ 
/ I 
-"2" cos a 
Re Yo :F const 
(b) t(l- cosal 
--" x x 0 0 
Fig. 3. (a) The straight lines I(zcosa+xsina=a) and II (ZCOSa-
xsina=a) divided the quadrant z,x>O of the plane (x,z) to 
-+ five domains as is indicated in the figure. (b) Rey (r) '" 
const. outside of the regions where its constant val~es 
are shown explicitly. 
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Yl (0) = ~ (l-cosa) rl /4rr 
a 
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(21) 
where rl is the solid angle of the aperture cone. We see that Yl 
is the fraction of the total solid angle within the available 
aperture. 
Next, consider the 
In the region "2" above 
(~+9»a too, since 9<a. 
to Eq. (20a) we obtain 
line II of Fig. la defined by rcos(~+a)=a. 
this line rcos(~+a)<a. Therefore, rcos 
We see now from Eq. 18 that ~1>0 and due 
O. (22) 
Further, in the domain "4" of Fig. la ~>a and rcos(~-a)<a. 
Therefore, rcos(~-9)<a is true too. This means that ~2 is negative 
everywhere within this domain and we obtain the same result as in 
the region "0": 
~ (l-cosa) (23) 
In the remaining parts of the plane (x,z) the calculation is 
more cumbersome because the case (20c) is involved; the detailed 
calculation will be given elsewhere [4]. 
We summarize the results in Fig. 3b. The values of Rey in the 
regions, where it is constant, are given in the figure. Theaimpor-
tant new feature of Re is the presence of a negative constant 
region (the "shadow" ab~ve the solid line, or region "1" in Fig. la, 
where 
Rey (1) 
a 
(24) 
The dark inked line shows location of a discontinuity in Yl; the 
jump equals to 1/2; recall that the function y(t) has the Jump equal 
to 1 everywhere at the flaw surface. Still, one can state that the 
part of the sphere shown by the solid line in Fig. 3b (we call it 
"the lighted" part) is represented correctly in the aperture limited 
shape function. 
At the dashed lines of Fig. 3b Rey is continuous whereas 
the normal component of its gradient j~ps between 0 and~. For 
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example, Yl (1) is constant in the region "1'(' 3whereas (i1;1 
"3" close Eo the border with "1" we have y 'J = Y J 
where £ is the distance from the line I (s~e Ref. 4J. 
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the region 
+ const. ~2, 
The problem of a weakly scattering general ellipsoid can be 
reduced [4] to the problem of a sphere considered here. This re-
duction, however, must be accompanied by a corresponding transfor-
mation of apertures. We give here only the final results for an 
oblate spheroid with the symmetry axis parallel to the axis of the 
circular aperture cone with the half angle a : 
(0,4 ) 2 Rey = ~ a 2-] [1- - tan a) -a 2 (25 ) 
c 
(1 ) -~ a
2 2-k Rey (1+ 2 tan a) 2 
a 
(26) 
c 
Rey (2) 0 
a 
(27) 
where a and c being the major and minor semiaxes of the spheroid. 
The superscripts at y define different regions of the plane (x,z) 
as is shown in Fig. 4~ 
z' 
I , 2 /ll 
\ / 
\ / 
3 
-+--=--..1...------IIr--- x' 
Fig. 4. The straight lines I and II divide the plane (x,z) into 
domains . The values of Rey in the domains 0,1,2 and 4 
a 
are given the text. 
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5. COMPARISON WITH STRONGLY SCATTERING FLAWS 
Our discussion up to now has been concerned with flaws which 
are weakly scattering. Flaws encountered in actual situations are 
often strongly scattering and some caution must be exercised in 
extrapolating the weak scattering results. Voids and cracks in 
elastic media are two classes of strongly scattering flaws which 
are of considerable interest in nondestructive evaluation. These 
two classes of flaws differ in that the one is volumetric while the 
other is not. On the other hand the scattering is defined in both 
cases by stress free boundary conditions at the flaw surface. In 
this section we will calculate numerically the aperture limited 
characteristic function for the case of a spherical void and for a 
flat penny shaped crack using the inverse Born approximation Eq. (2) 
where A is the true scattering amplitude and not given by Eq. (1). 
These results will then be compared with the analytic weak scatter-
ing results given above. For the somewhat limited comparison made, 
we will show that quite good agreement is found for the "lighted" 
region of the flaw. For the "unlighted" portion of the flaw sub-
stantial differences are expected. 
The numerical evaluation starts with Eq. (3), which holds also 
in the strong scattering case. We consider first the sphere case. 
As in preceding sections, the aperture is a circular cone with the 
z axis and the half angle a. The symmetry of the problem allows 
an analytic integration in Eq. (3) over the k'S azimuthal angle ~. 
We find 
,+ 
y (r) 
a 
1 co a,+ -2ikrsin8sin9 
= - -2 J dk J dcos9 A(k)Jo(2krcos8cos9)e (28) 
2'IT 0 0 
Here Jo(x4 is the Bessel function and we used the notations k = 
{k,e,~}, r = {r,8,O} in the spherical coordinates with z as the 
0+ polar axis. The scattering amplitude A(k) was obtained by numeri-
cally evaluating the Ying-Truell [6] series solution for scattering 
from a spherical void in an otherwise homogeneous, isotropic elastic 
medium. The Ying-Truell result is based upon the fact that the 
elastic wave equation separates for spherical symmetry and that the 
internal and scattered fields can, therefore, be expressed as an 
expansion over the vector spherical harmonics. The host material 
was chosen to have characteristics of Ti structural alloys for 
0+ definiteness. The amplitude A(k) was calculated for O.l<ka<lO and 
for 5° increments of e from 0 to a. These values of A were then 
substituted into a discretized version of Eq. (28) and the sums 
performed. For ka>lO we assumed that A(k) = O. This latter choice 
results in Gibbs' phenomena (ringing) in the reconstructed charac-
teris~ic function. 
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The numerical results for the function Rey (r.e) (see Fig. 2b 
for the definition of e) are shown in Fig. 5 byathe crosses for 
e = 0°. 15° and 30°. The thin curves connect the crosses to visualize 
the Gibbs' phenomenon. 
The inked solid lines in Fig. 5 are the analytical results ob-
tained for a weak scattering sphere in Section 4. The aperture cone 
in all cases has the half angle a = 50°. The weak scattering Rey 
for e = 0 (z axis of Figs. 2b and 3b) is given by Eqs. (22-24). a 
To find Rey for e I 0 one uses Eqs. (23). (25) and Ref. 3. Both 
analytical ~nd numerical results are normalized so that the charac-
teristic functions for r<l have the same value on the average. One 
can see that the agreement between the two is quite satisfactory 
if the extraneous Gibbs' ringing is ignored. 
In Section 4 it has been shown that at the x-axis (see Fig. 3) 
the region where Rey is constant is somewhat extended with respect 
to the real sphere i~terior. The upper boundary of this region is 
given by x = 1/sin50° ~ 1.3. This extension is clearly seen in 
Fig. 6 whe~~Xthe numerical results for Rey are shown for S = 90° 
(x-axis of Fig. 3). a 
We should note here that being satisfactory in reproducing the 
location of the flaw surface. the absolute value of Rey obtained 
a for a weakly scattering sphere. does not match Rey found numeri-
a 
cally for a strong scattering void. For example. at S = 90°. 
!Rey ! t is about 1/2 of !Rey! k' This discrepancy rapidly incr~a~e§0¥8r S>90° and agreementaf~Its altogether for S>130°. 
Figure 7 shows the Rey for an oblate spheroidal void in Ti 
with the semiaxes ratio c/aa=~. The reconstruction is done along 
the z axis of ~ig. 4. The half angle of the aperture cone is 45°. 
The weak scattering analytical result shown by the solid inked line. 
is obtained from Eq. (25). (26) and (27). 
The characteristic function was also numerically evaluated for 
the flat penny shaped crack with a conical aperture about the axis 
of symmetry. The numerical scattering amplitude used to evaluate 
Eq. (28) were provided by J. Opsal [7]. He calculated A([) using 
the method of optimal truncation (a T-matrix like approach) intro-
duced by W. Visscher [8]. Again, A([) was evaluated in 5° incre-
ments of S and for O.lO<ka<lO in steps of 0.10. The characteristic 
function in this case was obtained by taking !y (t)! in Eq. (28). 
The absolute value is introduced in the inverse Born evaluation of 
cracks due to the difference between volumetric and areal flaws. 
The rather surprising result of the numerical evaluation is that 
the reconstructed shape is not affected at all by the presence of 
this particular aperture. The magnitude of the reconstructed 
characteristic function depended on the solid angle included by 
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Fig. 5. 
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a = 50· 
f3 = 30· 
Or------~----------~_i 
-1.0 
The analytic weak scattering results for Rey (r) are shown 
by the solid inked line. The crosses are th~ numerical 
results for the strong scattering void in Ti. The cases 
(a), (b), (c) correspond to the reconstruction directions 
= 0°, 15°, 30°, respectively, as is shown in the inserts. 
1.0 r---------------------, 
a = 50° 
f3 = 90° 
-
1.0 1.2 1.4 
Fig. 6. The strong scattering numerical results for a spherical void 
in Ti in the equatorial plane normal to the aperture cone 
axis. For the weak scattering sphere the region of a con-
stant Rey (r) is extended up to :1.3 of the real radius. 
a 
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Fig. 7. The analytic weak scattering results for Rey of the 2:1 
oblate spheroid are shown by the solid inkedaline along the 
axis z' of the aperture cone. The crosses are the numerical 
results for the void in Ti of the same shape. 
the aperture. These same features appear in the weak scattering 
reconstruction of the last section, if we model a penny shaped flaw 
by an oblate spheroid with major axis a and minor axis c+O. In 
that case, using the notation of the last section we find from Eqs. 
(25) and (26) 
(0,4) 
Yl o (29) 
Also, as c+O region 4 shrinks down to zero area and disappears. 
+ Hence, Rey (r) becomes coincident with the flaw. That is 
a 
+ Rey (r) 
a 
~ y (r) 
This result resembles the aperture limited characteristic function 
found for the flat crack since we recover the exact characteristic 
function (to within a constant factor) in both cases. However, 
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note that y given in Eq. (29) is independent of the aperture angle. 
This is unlike the case of the flat strongly scattering crack where 
y (t) depends essentially on the aperture angle. 
a 
6. DISCUSSION 
Within a broader context our results serve two genera pur-
poses. First by examining Ya (t) for weak scattering flaws (defin-
ed by a characteristic function) we lay the basis for establishing 
the form of the regularization needed. Secondly, we have obtained 
a close connection between the weak scattering y (i) and the aperture 
limited characteristic functions of the strong1yaob1ate spheroidal 
void and to a lesser degree of the penny shaped flat crack. Thus, 
(1) any methods developed to regularize the inversion of weak flaws 
can be ext~apo1ated for use with crack and voids; (2) the weak scat-
tering Y (r) can be used directly to regularize the strong scatter-
ing, e.g~, fitting the strong scattering y to the weak scattering 
result over the "lighted" surface. These tossibilities are being 
currently investigated. 
Two particular features of our results require highlighting 
and some further discussion. First, we have found that for sharp 
aperture function (i.e., either 1 or 0) unphysical non-analytic 
features appear in the reconstruction. For example, in the recon-
struction of the spherical flaw there is a discontinuity in the 
characteristic function on z-axis at z = a/cosu. Off the z-axis 
the function is continuous, but at certain boundaries the slope of 
y (t) has an infinite discontinuity. These features contain high 
a frequency components of the scattering amplitude. They cannot be 
gotten rid of simply by going to higher and high frequencies. 
Thompson, Rose and Lakin [9] have shuwn that the synthetic 
aperture and other practical ultrasonic imaging methods can be de-
rived within the context of the inverse Born formalism. Consequently, 
due to their high frequency content, the non-physical surfaces pre-
dicted by our treatment will be seen in these imaging methods also. 
We hasten to add that practically they can probably be ameliorated 
to some degree by apodizing the aperture function (i.e., requiring 
it to go to smoothly to zero at its limit, rather than dropping 
abruptly to zero). Another question still being answered is whether 
the "ghost" singularities can be used to extract an additional in-
formation on the flaw shape. 
Also, the connection between the weak and strong scattering re-
sults needs further discussion. The agreement between y 's for the 
classes of flaws considered seems somewhat startling. H~wever, for 
a wide class of voids the inverse Born approximation has been shown 
[10] to exactly determine their size, shape and orientation. This 
result stems from the fact that the time domain Born approximation 
accurately describes the initial part of the singular structure 
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of the impulse response function. The singularities are due the 
first collison of the incoming pulse with the flaw's surface. It 
has been shown that these singularities determine the discontinuities 
at the boundary of the characteristic function. The appearance of 
,+ 
non-analytic features in y (r) also depends on these singularities 
as can be seen by examinin~ our analytic integrations in detail. A 
comparison of the strong and weak scattering results could be con-
structed on this basis. As an approximate preliminary starting 
point, it would be of considerable interest to obtain finite aperture 
results using the inverse Born approximation for voids whose scatter-
ing amplitude is modeled by the Kirchhoff (physical optics) approach. 
In summary, we have developed a method for calculating the finite 
aperture characteristic function for weakly scattering flaws within 
,+ 
the inverse Born approximation. Analytical results for y (r) were 
obtained for a spherical flaw with an aperture described gy a right 
circular cone. These results also allow the solution for the case of 
ellipsoidal flaws with an aperture described by a particular ellipti-
cal cone. The finite aperture is found to result in non-physical 
singularities of the characteristic function. We then compared these 
weak scattering results to y (r) calculated numerically for a spheri-
cal void, an oblate spheroidaand a flat penny shaped crack. Surpris-
ingly, good agreement between the two methods was found for the 
"lighted" portion of the flaw's surface. In the discussion we pose 
the general problem of determining the true characteristic function 
from an aperture limited reconstruction and the connection of our 
results to this problem. 
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DISCUSSION 
R.C. Addison (Rockwell International Science Center): I was trying to 
understand from your talk how it contrasted with the talk that John 
Richardson gave in the previous session on looking at flaws with 
unknown boundaries. He basically took two noiseless wave forms 
only and then he reconstructed the flaw, which is a finite aperture 
technique also. Could you contrast what you were doing with what 
he's doing? 
V.G. Kogan (Ames Laboratory): What we are doing is following up as 
fully as we can on the deterministic consequences of the inverse 
Born, and what John is doing is building a priori information to 
stabilize the lack of data. We are taking no a priori information 
into account in what we are doing, and our intent is to see what 
you can do in principle with the deterministic algorithm. In that 
way, when it comes to the point of building a probablistic inver-
sion algorithm, you know what you have leverage on and what you 
don't. It's very important, in fact, it's absolutely crucial in 
the real world, to use a priori information to stabilize the inver-
sion, and this talk is designed to be input to that development. 
